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Some Yeares Travels Into Divers Parts of Africa and Asia the Great. Especially Describing the Great Empires of Persia and Industant. Thomas Herbert. 1677. Reference: 2.16.17
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Anemone.
The common Anemone.

D ui$ Matthiolus

A New Herball. William Turner. 1568. Reference: LC.II.64
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"Liber Chronicarum." Hartmann Schedel. 1493. Reference: B.5.38
Bottom: The sea-mans practice : containing a fundamental probleme in navigation experimentally verified, namely, touching the compass of the earth and sea, and the quantity of a degree in our English measure : also an exact method or form of keeping a reckoning at sea ... : with certain tables and other rules useful in navigation ... /. Richard Norwood. 1689. Reference: 11.18.5
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Pembroke College Chapel Cambridge from The Building News. 3 May 1907. Reference: Chapel
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Historic bookplate of Pembroke College Library
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Design your own coat of arms!

Tesserae gentilitiae / a Siluestro Petra Sancta ... ex legibus Fecialium descriptae.
Silvestro Pietrasanta. 1638. Reference: 16.6.9
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